ABSTRACT. The differential operator ring S = R[x; 6} can be embedded in Ai(R), the first Weyl algebra over R, where R is a Q-algebra and S is a locally nilpotent derivation on R. Furthermore Ai(R) is again a differential operator ring over the image of S. We consider similar embeddings of the smash product R#U(L), where L is a finite dimensional Lie algebra and U(L) is its universal enveloping algebra. We show that the Weyl algebra over R has the same Goldie dimension as R itself and use this to prove that R and R[x; 6] have the same Goldie dimension where R is again a Q-algebra and 6 is locally nilpotent.
Introduction.
Let 6 be a derivation on the ring R. The corresponding differential operator ring S = R[x; 6] is an associative ring formed by taking polynomials in x over R under the usual addition and with multiplication subject to the rule xr -rx = <5(r) for all r € R. In Theorem 2 we show that if R is a Q-algebra and S is locally nilpotent then S = R\x;6] can be embedding in MR) = (XY{-YX-1) = RinX;d/dY], the first Weyl algebra over R. This result is well known. For example it follows from an old result of Nouaze and Gabriel [4, Théorème 1.2] which gives conditions for S = R[x; 6} itself to be isomorphic to a Weyl algebra. An explicit embedding, similar to that used here, has been found by T. Masuda [3, Lemma 3.4] .
This embedding is then used to show that if L is a finite dimensional nilpotent Lie algebra over a field k, of characteristic zero, which acts on R as locally nilpotent derivations, then the smash product R#U (L) embeds in An(R), where U(L) is the universal enveloping algebra of L and n = dim*; L. The existence of such an embedding follows from [1, Corollary 4.4] . We also consider finite dimensional solvable Lie algebras acting as derivations and give a similar embedding with An(R) replaced by a certain extension ring, An(R).
It was shown by R. Shock [5] that R and R [x] have the same right Goldie dimension. Here we show that dimiï = dim^4i(Ä) and we use this to show that dim R[x; 6} = dim R, where R is a Q-algebra and 6 is locally nilpotent.
Differential
operator rings. Let 6 be a locally nilpotent derivation on the Q-algebra R and let 5 = R[x; 6] be the corresponding differential operator ring. PROOF. Ifr, se R, then, r/(r+s) = r¡(r) + r¡(s) since 6n(r+s) = 6n(r)+ën(s) for all n. The coefficient of Yk in ri(r)ri(s) is É,i=06i{r)6k-i(S)/il(k-i)\ = 6k(rs)/k\, by Leibniz's rule. Thus r)(r)r)(s) -r¡(rs). Note that the constant term of f is r so that n is injective and, since <5(1) = 0, 77(1) = 1. Now suppose tq + f\Y + • ■ • + ftYl =0 and consider this as a polynomial in Y with coefficients from R. The constant term is tq, so that ro = 0. If we know that ro,... ,r¿_! are all zero, then the coefficient of Y% is r<, giving that r¿ is zero also. If we drop the assumption that 6 is locally nilpotent, S = R[x;6] may still be embedded in A%(R) when R is a Q-algebra. Here we let r/: R -► fi [[K] ] be given by rj(r) = f = ^i(S*(r)/il)Y% where this sum is now allowed to be infinite. As before, 77 is a ring monomorphism with r¡(ln) = lfi.
It makes sense to take power series in Y with coefficients from R Ç ñ [[Y] ], since in the sum Yl'iLo ^¿ Yl, the coefficient of each power of Y receives only finitely many contributions. We write the set of these elements fiifYll. We now give the ideal correspondence between R and Ai (R) when R is Noetherian. If / is an ideal of R, let Ai (I) be the ideal of Ai (R) consisting of the elements of Äi(R) whose coefficients lie in J. If T is any ring, let I(T) denote the set of two-sided ideals of T. LEMMA 6. Let R be a right Noetherian Q-algebra. Then<¡>: I(R) -► I(AX(R)), where (/>(/) = Ai(I), is a bijection. This map preserves sums, products, and intersections. Also primes are sent to primes and primitives to primitives.
PROOF. Suppose J<Ai(R).
We need to show J = Â\(I) for some I<R. Let Shock [5] that dim R[x] = dim R. We extend this in Theorem 15 to show that if R is a Q-algebra and 6 a locally nilpotent derivation on R, then dimiî[x, <5] = dimfl!. This was also shown to be true when R is a semiprime Goldie ring by G. Sigurdsson [6] .
If / is a right ideal of R, we write I[x;6] for IR[x;6] which is a right ideal of R\x;6] . We use the symbol f to denote right annihilators. Thus rR(t) is the right annihilator of t in R. It is convenient to isolate the argument in the following lemma.
LEMMA 11. Let S = i2[x;<5] be a differential operator ring and let I Ç R[x;6] be a nonzero right ideal. Since R commutes with X it follows that rR(a)Ai(R) annihilates gXn~k.
Let h = f -gXn~k. We may assume h ^ 0 since otherwise / = gXn~k. Now since X-deg h < X-deg / and n + k is minimal, we see that hA\ (R) n gAi (R) ^ 0.
Choose a,ß£Ax(R) so that 0 ¿ ha = gß. This implies that fa = g(Xn~ka + ß). If fa = 0 then ha = 0, since rAi{R)(gXn-k) D rAl{R)(g) = fA¡{R)(f). Thus 
